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Dmitry Greku, M. Sc., Editor and Publisher - BiziNet Magazine
There have been some new and exciting
developments for BiziNet in relation to our stand
for small business and our ability to promote
Australian enterprise. It is with pleasure that I
report this to you.
Many years ago, I imagined a time when
BiziNet could become an advocate for SMEs
in Australia. This idea has remained an elusive
goal, as up until now, the business was
not substantial enough to have the level of
influence I desired.
Through consistent networking and building
the reputation of our online and published
presence, BiziNet has realised key connections
with organisations which have an impact at a
national level.
The first of these is the Council of Small
Business Australia (COSBOA) which has
the attention of Federal politicians and top
business decision makers. COSBOA has
a position of a Small Business Advocate.
Their membership consists of 28 members;
all members are industry associations with
access to approximately 6,000 businesses as
members. Their role is one of gaining the ear
of parliamentary and industry leaders, meeting
with banks executives influencing the formation
of business laws that impact small and family
businesses.
While COSBOA have the power to influence,
BiziNet has access to SMEs through our online
and printed media and our business events.
Due to our effectiveness in the media space,
they were keen to form an alliance with BiziNet.
As a result, there will be joint events, business
education sessions, seminars, etc. This means,
our clients immediately have access to a greatly
expanded market.
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As part of this collaboration, BiziNet has
launched SME Advocate portal where small
business owners can share their stories
of unfair treatment they have experienced
from government agencies at all levels, large
corporates, landlord, etc. The online forum
offers a place for these stories to be shared
with fellow business owners while at the
same time, having a greater impact on many
levels. BiziNet’s association with COSBOA
provides an opportunity to deliver a message
from Australian small businesses to the top
decision-makers at the federal level. The stories
can be used as case studies to influence key
stakeholders to take action.
Another exciting connection comes from the
effectiveness as media partners for Business to
Business expos. We began to receive requests
from Australian and overseas businesses
interested in connecting with us. They could
see great benefit from a connection with an
Australian-based media company. This BiziNet
Media Partnership guarantees them a better
access to the SME community in Australia –
CeBIT Australia 2018, Bitcoin and Blockchain
Fair 2018, B2BEXPO 2018 – Sydney, and
Blockchain & Bitcoin Conference Australia.
This is an important step in BiziNet achieving
our growth and influence.
BiziNet’s Media Partnership with a number of
Australian and International events means that
businesses of our members and contributors,
their brands, skills and knowledge will become
much better known to the most proactive and
energetic part of the business community.
Join us, come and visit our BiziWall at our
stand at CeBIT Australia on 15-17 May.
e | editor@bizinet.net.au

Cover Design:
Elvira Cherry
Executive Officer:
Daniel Moisyeyev
BiziNet Magazine is published by
BiziNet Pty Ltd
ABN: 76 620 577 184
www.bizinetmedia.com.au
Printing:
Heroprint
Postal Address:
PO Box 7519 Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
Australia
Advertising Enquiries:
p | 1300 889 132 (Australia)
e | bizinet@bizinet.net.au
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Alliance & Media Partners

Copyright BiziNet Pty Ltd 2018.
The opinions expressed in this journal do not necessarily reflect and
are not to be regarded as the official opinion of the editor, publisher or
their agents. All information contained within this journal is provided
for general information purposes only and on the understanding that
none of the content herein constitutes professional advice. The editor,
publisher or their agents accept no responsibility for any claim,
loss or damages arising out of or in connection with any materials
contained in this journal. Readers should not rely on the publications
in the journal and seek appropriate professional advice in respect of
their own circumstances.
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Introducing
Our Contributors

Bruce Gleeson

Steven Brown

Peter Strong

John Howard

Bruce Gleeson is a Registered
Liquidator and Registered
Bankruptcy Trustee with
approximately 20 years
experience in assisting SMEs
and individuals in financial
crisis. He is a Director of
Jones Partners Chartered
Accountants. As an Insolvency
Practitioner he believes it is vital
that stakeholders (particularly
directors and individuals) get
the right advice from qualified
professionals on the options
available to them. Bruce is
passionate to ensure that
directors / individuals throughout
the Greater Western Sydney
area have access to quality
advice and solutions.

Steven Brown founded Etienne
Lawyers in 2003. They are
best described as having an
‘International Reach with Small
Firm Personal Service’.

I am the CEO of the Council of
Small Business Organisations of
Australia (COSBOA). My council
has given me the responsibility
to lobby the federal government,
public servants and key small
business stakeholders on
all issues to do with small
business people. That includes
B2B contract law, improved
access to financial support,
understanding health issues for
the small business people (that’s
right we are people too) who
employ so many other people,
competition policy and fairness,
workplace relations and just
generally support the removal
unnecessary red tape and
legislation. We have succeeded
in getting changes to B2B
contracts, have had an effects
test introduced into the area of
competition law and also had
the creation of the national Small
Business and Family Enterprise
Ombudsman’s role created.

John started his adult career in
the role of mechanical engineer.
The previous disciplines and
problem solving aspects of his
engineering career held him in
good stead to switch careers.

With qualifications from Sydney
and Macquarie Universities,
Steven has gone on to have
over 30 years in the law. With his
own practice and a passion to
help others succeed, Steven is a
total professional, informing and
educating along the way.
Steven specialises in all aspects
of helping businesses to stay out
of trouble and grow. He enjoys
the cut and thrust of litigation
and is a balanced negotiator for
all alternative dispute resolution
methods.

After hard study and practice
he set up his first business
‘Spreadsheet Modelling
Systems’, later expanding
into higher end Business
Intelligence with the new name
‘Smoothstream Business
Intelligence’, aimed at the SME
business sector.
With new invigorating passion
John is now challenging the
status quo of business software.

CUSTOMISED
REPORTING TAILORED
TO YOUR BUSINESS
TM

Business Analytics - Faster, Easier, Smarter

jonespartners.bizinet.com.au

etiennelawyers.bizinet.com.au

Bruce Gleeson
p | 02 9894 9966
www.jonespartners.net.au

Steven Brown
p | 02 8845 2400
www.etiennelawyers.com
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smoothstream.bizinet.com.au

Peter Strong
p | 02 9431 8646
www.cosboa.org.au

John Howard
p | 02 9871 4484
www.smoothstream.com.au

When:

3 May 2018

10:00 - 11:30am

CEBIT
Australia

B2BEXPO
Bitcoin and
Blockchain Fair

Business
Alliance
Coffee Morning
When:

12-13 May 2018

Where:

Sydney Showground,

When:

15-17 May 2018

Where:

International

1 Showground Road, Sydney

Convention Centre Sydney,

Johnson Pacific PTY Limited,

Olympic Park

Darling Harbour

1-5 Khartoum Rd, North Ryde

Cost: FREE

Cost: FREE

Cost: FREE

bitcoinandblockchainfair.com

www.cebit.com.au

Where:

HQ of Johnson &

bellavistabusinessalliance.com.au

Council's
Business Visits
Program

Business
Alliance
After Hours

Blockchain
& Bitcoin
Conference
29 May 2018

30 May 2018

The Business Visits Program

When:

offers businesses a FREE

10:00am - 18:00pm

visit with a member of

Where:

Council's Economic

and Exhibition Centre

Baulkham Hills

Development team.

14 Darling Dr, Sydney

Cost: $50

thehills.nsw.gov.au

Cost: $450

bellavistabusinessalliance.com.au

Sydney Convention

When:

17:30 - 19:30pm
Where:

The Hills Lodge

australia.bc.events
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INNOVATION & BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

2018
$2.5 BILLION
ECONOMY
by Emerald Firli
In coming to write this article, I can’t help but feel nostalgic and
proud to have been part of an iconic trade fair in the Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) industry. I have been lucky to
have worked some of the most memorable trade events and with
great technology clients throughout the past twenty years with a
handful of these event projects having been at CeBIT Australia in
Darling Harbour.
CeBIT Australia is celebrating its 17th year this year. Over its lifetime,
it is estimated that CeBIT Australia have delivered more than $2.5
billion of economic value to Australia, and that each year CeBIT
Australia generates $60 million of economic activity for Sydney
alone. The event has truly cemented its position as the business
technology event for the Asia Pacific region, attracting thousands
of technology professionals from Government, enterprise, smallmedium businesses and start-ups.
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Its Rich History
CeBIT is one of the world’s largest
trade fair showcasing technology and
telecommunications solutions for home
and business. Its target audience groups
are users from the wholesale/retail sector,
skilled trades, banks, the services sector,
government agencies, science and all users
passionate about technology. CeBIT offers
an international platform for comparing
notes on current industry trends, products,
user influencers and the new innovations
that’s predicted to come in the next few
years. Deutsche Messe AG has organized
CeBIT in Hannover each spring since 1986,
in Germany.
So, what’s in a name? According to CeBIT
Hannover
history,

“The inauguration of the new hall coincided
with the search for a new name for this exhibit
category. One suggestion was “CeBOT” – from
the German acronym for “Centrum für Büro
und Organisationstechnik” “Literally Centre
for Office and Organization”. Ultimately,
however, the Exhibitors’ Advisory Committee
decided in favour of “CeBIT” from “Centrum
für Büro und Informationstechnik” (Centre
for Office and Information Technology). The
second syllable’s apparent allusion to “BIT”
(as the smallest unit information processed
by Computers) was not at all intended, but
ultimately turned out to be a very fortunate
coincidence … especially in view of the
Hannover Fairs' exhibitors swelled with huge
numbers of PC manufactures.”
The success of CeBIT in Hannover has
prompted Deutsche Messe AG to market
the CeBIT concept outside
Germany using the slogan
“CeBIT Worldwide Events”.
CeBIT Events now also take
place in Istanbul, Turkey (CeBIT
Bilisim Eurasia plus CeBIT
Broadcast Cable and Satellite)
and in Sydney, Australia (CeBIT
Australia).
Let’s take a walk down memory
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lane and discover the history of CeBIT and
how much it has evolved through the last 17
years.

The debut of CeBIT Australia
in 2002
CeBIT put on its inaugural tradeshow in
Sydney on 28 May 2002. Opening its doors for
the first time in Australia, the event attracted
a strong representation from the world’s top
tier vendors with IBM, Fuji Xerox, Hewlett
Packard and Vodafone to showcasing their
latest and greatest. CeBIT Australia was
promoted as the most important ICT dealmaking event for 2002. A spinoff of the
annual CeBIT show in Hannover, Germany,
which had a great seventeen-year pedigree
before it landed on our shores.
The exhibition floor format hasn’t changed
much through the years. The 2002 exhibition
arena was staged in three main zones:
telecommunications, information technology
and Internet solutions; software; and
services.
Even back then organisers expected 15,000
trade visitors to inspect the products of 350
exhibitors, with 95 vendors from Europe, Asia
and North America.
Not to be known as just another tradeshow,

INNOVATION & BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

CeBIT’s parent organisers Hannover Fairs
wanted to change the old, stuffy stereotypes
of Germany and its culture. Instead their
aim for CeBIT was to have a fresh modern
approach. They wanted to create an
experience that was an industry platform
that showcased the science and technology
behind it all.

CeBIT Australia through the years
So how has CeBIT changed the past 17
years? What kind of topics, innovation
and technology zones have been covered
throughout the years. What is installed for us
today?
Let’s fast forward to 2004, CeBIT Australia’s
trade show floor heavily featured Wireless
technologies with more than 20 exhibitors
publicising their 802.11 and Bluetooth
products.
CeBIT’s wireless network for 2004 was
provided by Symbol, utilising seven dual
802.11a/b base stations to provide wireless
internet access to exhibitors and visitors.
Hot spots will cover areas such as the cafe,
the media and VIP rooms and sections of the
exhibition floor, including the area around
the Symbol stand. Wireless internet access
is also available to exhibitors’ demonstration
peripheral wireless products.

While exhibitor numbers are up
on 2003, the world’s premiere ICT
trade fair has struggled to lure back
international exhibitors after the SARS
virus, the war in Iraq and poor economic
conditions. The overall number of
exhibitors has grown 20 per cent.
CeBIT Australia 2007 was described by
some as the biggest, most impressive
show in years. In 2007, I personally had the

BiziNet Magazine
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pleasure of working for one of CeBIT’s main
attractions. I worked with the Panasonic
team, where CeBIT was one of their strategic
events which featured the World’s Largest
103-inch Commercial Plasma at the time; an
amazing digital signage display showcasing
up to twenty plasmas and their resilient
Toughbooks.
According to PC Authority, “Star of the
show was easily the huge Panasonic stand,
showcasing their massive 103-inch plasma
display, running at ‘full-on HD’ 1080p
resolution, which was extraordinary.”
Sony also had a strong presence that year
with their Blu-ray video format, projectors
and smart surveillance which can identify the
location of multiple people’s heads and faces
within a video stream.
2007 was also the last year I can remember
having so many gimmicks to get people to
your stand. Most of it had nothing to do the
technology being displayed, or the marketing
messages they wanted to get across to their
target audience. It was just a bit of fun. It was
the last business trade fair I was involved in
where promotional models were used. Yes,
the end of an era of trade show models in
ridiculous costumes.

In 2010, eHealth @ CeBIT was Launched.
eHealth @ CeBIT was established to
bring the health technology and eHealth
community together in a single showcase
demonstration, where practical application
of medical devices, systems that support
clinical service delivery, and technology
supporting community, home, and self-care
can be displayed. Highlighting the things that
do work and the latest innovations that are
being applied across the system and how
these technologies are being implemented.

Some Feedback on the
CeBIT value
“We decided to show the technology at
CeBIT this year because it’s a wide audience,
specifically the eHealth section this year
has been good where we get people who
are interested in what we’re demonstrating.
We’ve had some good leads come through
and it gives us an access directly to the
market. John Bishop, Director - Xacom
(Partnered with VOIP)
“CeBIT is a big thing on our annual events
calendar now. We have the eGovernment
Forum in association with CeBIT so there’s a
whole lot of government people here. But we
take our breaks and come down to the show
floor. Basically, I use CeBIT to go around to
talk to vendors and to see what’s new, get
a sense of what the industry
is doing and exchange views
about where things are
going. The thing about CeBIT
is that we see a lot of vendors
that we just would not see in
Canberra. So, it gives us a
chance to connect with a much
wider group of people.” John
Wadeson, Deputy Secretary
Infrastructure - Department of
Human Services
Now despite a challenging
economic
climate,
visitor
numbers to CeBIT Australia
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2010 were very strong, 30,426 visitors and
594 exhibitors. This turnout was an indication
the widespread realisation by businesses
and organisations of all types, of the role
information and communications technology
can play in helping streamline processes, cut
costs and achieve growth outcomes.
In 2014 with the renovations of the
International Convention Centre (ICC) in
Daring Harbour, CeBIT Australia had to find a
new home for is trade fair. There were many
challenges that year. One challenge was
persuading exhibitors and visitors to make the
17-kilometre journey to Homebush; another
was preparing the Sydney Showground
venue at Olympic Park to fit & host such an
event. These challenges impacted on CeBIT
attendee numbers, with around 18,000
coming through its doors at Olympic Park to
visit over 450 show floor exhibits.
ICC Sydney in Darling Harbour welcomed
CeBIT back to its home ground in 2017. This
was a long-awaited return by the regular
CeBIT goers to have the exhibition back
as the impressive new ICC Sydney facility.
CeBIT Australia attracted over 15,000
attendees from Australia’s most influential
organisations. Focusing on three main pillars:
Content & Learning; Product Discovery; and
Collaboration & Networking.
Numerous visitors and exhibitors welcomed
Start-up zone and PitchFest opportunities.
The past five years CeBIT Australia has
fostered the following PitchFest winners:
•
•
•
•
•

2017 - Look Who’s Charging
2016 - NetHealth
2015 - TouchOne Smartwatch Keyboard
2014 - Mathspace
2013 - Ingogo

Last year’s winner received a complimentary
stand for CeBIT Australia 2018, $12,000
worth of hosted cloud services from Orion VM
and a 12-month membership to TiE Sydney,

INNOVATION & BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

a non-profit, global networking community.
Clearly one of our country’s largest business
events, CeBIT attracts thousands of people
from interstate and overseas to Sydney,
who typically stay for the whole week of the
exhibition. Over the past ten years, more
than one hundred official country-level trade
delegates have visited Sydney to participate
in CeBIT.
So, what’s in store for us today with CeBIT?
The promise of bigger and better things,
and as always, the regular vendors who are
back to present the next evolutions of their
products, some concepts and prototypes
the rest of us only dare to dream about.
And of course, PitchFest returns in 2018 giving ten start-up exhibitors the opportunity
to pitch their product to an experienced
panel of judges in front of a large audience
of fellow start-ups, investors and potential
customers.
CeBIT continues to be Australia’s most
important business, government and
technology platform. It is an innovative ecosystem, where innovation breeds further
innovation. Having worked with

distribution partners to present and introduce
vendors like Lampertz, Avira, Socomec UPS
to the Australian market, I believe CeBIT
remains the launch pad for many new
products and companies who are wanting
entry into the Australian marketplace. CeBIT
assists those organisations to showcase
their inventions, technological advances and
discuss many future-proofing initiatives that
businesses seek today. It is an opportunity
to get in front of a larger audience in a high
touch, high value format, in such a condensed
period of time. It is a concentrated market
research in one place. By participating as
an exhibitor and even attending as a visitor,
CeBIT is one of the most time efficient ways
to meet all these companies in a closed
environment. Where else but CeBIT would
you get access to C-Level executives, in any
other circumstance, it would take weeks if
not months to even set up a call, let alone a
face to face meeting.
For start-up and entrepreneurs, it’s an
opportunity to showcase and rub elbows
with some tech giants, get exposure and
drum up awareness with a larger audience
and potential partners and target clients.

For university students it’s a chance to engage
with prospective employers and companies
for a future internship or discuss a great
career path option in such an innovative field.
For the rest of us in a services business
to business organisation, it’s an opening
to broaden and expand our network.
Find inspiration in what’s being exhibited,
educate yourself on key technological issues
businesses are facing and learn how you
might be able to address some of the pain
points of your clients.
If you have never experienced a trade show
like this before, you are missing out. By
attending an event like this it is an opportunity
for you to exchange ideas with businesses
you could only wish to get in front of. Have
a large stage to display and show your
products and designs. CeBIT is an incubator
for collaboration, you just have to be willing
to listen to feedback, take it all in and be
open to change. Who knows what doors
will open up for you and your business? The
opportunities await.

Resources
•
•
•
•

CeBIT History
CeBIT Media Files
CeBIT Australia 2010 End Report
PC Authority, May 2 2007
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Reserve Bank Small Business
Finance Round Table Update
Last month, April 19 2018, COSBOA participated in a roundtable discussion convened by the Reserve
Bank of Australia (RBA) to discuss small business finance. The meeting was held in Sydney and was
co-chaired by RBA Governor Philip Lowe, COSBOA Chairman (and ACAPMA CEO) Mark McKenzie
and Australian Bankers Association (ABA) Chairman (and ANZ CEO) Shayne Elliott.
In his opening remarks, Mark McKenzie stated
that despite some significant improvements in
product simplification in recent years, many
small business owners continue to encounter
substantial difficulties in securing affordable
lending products to support the growth of
their businesses and/or navigate short term
cashflow issues – often forcing them to seek
out non-traditional forms of financing and/or
put their growth plans on hold.
“Access to affordable business lending
products is an essential requirement of the
small business ecosystem and Australia’s
collective inability to address the current
difficulties represents a significant opportunity
cost for our country in terms of untapped
employment growth in the small business
sector”, Mark McKenzie said.
The round table was considered a key event
for the business finance sector and was the
result of months of collaboration between the
RBA, the ABA and COSBOA. Other attendees
at the meeting included James Shipton the
Chairman of ASIC, Anna Bligh CEO of the ABA,
David Gandolfo Deputy Chair of COSBOA
(and Chairman of CAFBA), Peter Strong CEO
of COSBOA as well as senior representatives
from the ASBFEO, the Australian Treasury,
senior banking representatives and senior
officers from APRA.
Participants in the roundtable heard about
the experiences of the business owners of
six Australian businesses who outlined recent
and significant difficulties in securing capital
needed for both start-up and growth.
“The issues highlighted by these business
owners pointed to problems with accessing
the right finance products, limited knowledge
of finance products, and substantial difficulty
in navigating the associated red tape”, said
COSBOA CEO Peter Strong.
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(l-r) Mark McKenzie Chair COSBOA & ACAPMA CEO, Shayne Elliott Chairman ABA & CEO
ANZ, David Gandolfo President CAFBA & Vice Chair COSBOA, Philip Lowe Governer RBA,
Anna Bligh CEO ABA, James Shiptoib Chairman ASIC, Peter Strong CEO COSBOA, Christopher
Kent Assistant Governor RBA, Anne Scott ASBFEO
The meeting discussed issues around the
processes and communication mechanisms
for small business on business lending, as well
as he need for the finance sector to develop
a deeper understanding small business needs
and behaviours.
“The small business sector is as diverse as the
6.5 million Australians who work in it – it is not
just ‘a bunch of shops’ – and modern lending
products must be developed to take account
of this diversity”, said Peter Strong.
“One issue that gained a deal of interest was
the opportunity to collect and use better data
on small business operations to support
banking decisions on loan applications”, Peter
Strong added.

Other key messages included a stated desire
of small owners to run their business without
being told what to do by regulators, government
or banks; and a call for access to a range of
products that are better tailored to the specific
needs of small business owners – most of
whom are more than capable of looking after
their own interests without being overprotected
by onerous lending regulation.
Mark McKenzie concluded that ‘it was very
pleasing to see the desire of all participants
to build on this round table and advance
cooperative activities that deliver benefits
to small business owners and the finance
community alike.” G
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FREE Entrepreneur
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Denis will ofﬁcially launch our ﬁrst
FoundX meetup in Baulkham Hills,
sharing his entrepreneurial journey, key
learnings, and the secrets to his success!

GUEST
SPEAKER

DENIS
MCFADDEN

FOUNDER & CEO
OF JUST CUTS
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In partnership with FoundX, Council
is thrilled to host the ﬁrst meetup at
Norwest Business Park, with special
guest Denis McFadden.
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The Hills Shire Council is pleased to
announce the launch of FoundX, a
community initiative by Crowe Horwath,
empowering local entrepreneurship.
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Bruce Gleeson, FCA, FCPA, RITF
Principal, Jones Partners Insolvency &
Business Recovery

Franchising – David
versus Goliath! Can The
System Ever Be Perfect?
Despite reviews of the Franchising Code in 2007, 2010 and 2013, recent Franchisee disquiet regarding
high profile retail franchises and indeed Franchisor failure (i.e. Red Lea Chickens) have many parties
asking whether or not there should be further amendments to the Code and other legislation. This
article will make three (3) observations regarding possible changes. Indeed in late March 2018 the
Federal Government has announced another enquirer whereby the Committee appointed is due to
report back to Government in September 2018.
Simply put a franchise is an agreement in
which a “brand” owner, the Franchisor, allows
a Franchisee to trade under that brand and
typically allows or requires the Franchisee to
use the Franchisor’s business and marketing
systems. With around 1,100 franchise formats
and 79,000 business franchise formats,
employment of about 460,000 individuals
and annual sales of $144 billion, clearly there
is lots at stake for both the Franchisors and
Franchisees. (1)
The franchise model for many is seen as an
opportunity to go into business for the first
time with the support of an infrastructure
around them. Franchisees have access to
use the franchise’s established systems,
marketing and reputation. However, there are
some limitations to this type of business model
for the unaware first time Franchisee. While
there is major financial investment from both
sides, the Franchisee’s contribution is often
disproportionate.
There is no doubt that within franchising there
is an imbalance of power between Franchisors
and Franchisees. Part of this stems from
the Franchisor being better resourced (both
financially and also having a much deeper
understanding of the particular business
system) as compared to the Franchisee. This is
particularly the case for first time Franchisees.
From the Franchisor’s perspective they want
to protect and grow their investment in the
franchise. So typically, it is viewed that they
have the upper hand in negotiations. However,
from the Franchisee’s perspective outside
of the family home, it is quite often the next
largest investment that they are likely to make.
So, from their perspective there is a lot on
the line. Indeed, many first time Franchisees
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have refinanced the family home, sold other
hard assets / real estate or used a significant
termination payment coming out of a long term
employed role.
Quite often when a Franchisee has got some
initial advice from me about their options when
they are experiencing financial distress, one
of the things that is invariably ever present is
the complete emotional and financial duress
they are under. Typically, they tend to be first
time Franchisees and have invested quite often
based on representations of the Franchisor or
brokers. It is not uncommon for them to have
paid between $300,000 to $500,000 (and
sometimes more) to invest in the particular
franchise. The initial payment by the Franchisee
quite frequently is used for the initial store set
up and other costs. But does such a significant
payment guarantee success or mean that they
will get their money back. No it doesn’t, and
it never will. Whilst some Franchisees may
see a return on their investment, many don’t
– particularly in retail food and discretionary
spending franchises.

The emotional and financial exhaustion quite
often comes at a time where they simply don’t
know what to do, who to turn to and they have
little in the way of financial resources left even
if they wanted to challenge the Franchisor
regarding its conduct. And herein lies a
significant issue. Where there is a disclosure
document that warns the potential Franchisee
of the potential risks, I firmly believe that it
should carry a warning to say that there is a
risk that the potential Franchisee may lose all
of their investment. This is my first observation.
For example, think about the current Red Lea
Chickens external administration which has
resulted in the Franchisor ceasing to trade
and therefore the losses suffered by those
Franchisees. Or it may be that a shopping
centre that they are operating within is
undergoing major renovations and as a result
pedestrian flow is materially impacted which
has caused a direct impact on sustainability
of the Franchisee. Sure, there may be
adjustments, but frequently these come too
little, too late.

My second observation is where the proposed
Franchisee has effectively made the decision
to invest is based on the financial information
given to them by the Franchisor. Such reliance
is important particularly where it is a new /
greenfield site. Should a percentage (%), for
example 50% of the annual franchise fee
be held as a retention in a trust account for
12 months such that if the franchise at such
location does not achieve the projected results,
then such fees are refunded to the Franchisee.
Whilst such a suggestion may incur the
wrath of Franchisors, in new stores or other
situations where the Franchisee is making
such a significant investment decision, they are
entitled to place great reliance on the financial
information provided by the Franchisor. Such
suggestion is not an easy out for the Franchisee
either – some safeguards would need to
be considered so that it wasn’t all up to the
Franchisor in Year 1 – but in my experience the
significant majority of Franchisees give it their
all particularly in the first year because they
want to see it work.
The third and final observation is that ASIC
should redefine the industry categories to
give proper effect to measuring Franchisor
and Franchisee failure when companies are
externally administered. This presently does
not happen but should. It is critical to capture

this type of statistical information so that it
can help us adequately monitor such a huge
level of business activity. In addition, it may
also provide the industry with clarity as to
whether the reasons for Franchisee failures are
attributable to Franchisor disputes and whether
legislative reform is required / greater powers
are provided to the Franchisee to correct the
‘imbalance’ between the parties.

price point for a cup of coffee, particularly when
the operator can source supplies cheaper than
it may have to pay the Franchisor? Do we as
consumers care whether we go to a branded
versus non-branded coffee shop – as long
as the coffee is good? I think there are some
changes underway and with consumers having
evolving shopping experience expectations it
will be interesting to see how this plays out.

One final point is that with the
increasing
prevalence
of
litigation
funding and class actions, I think
there is going to be a preparedness where
the balance of the Franchisor/Franchisee
relationship gets way out of kilter that such
funders are more than happy to have a look at
what redress there may be – particularly for the
more significant franchise systems.

(1) https://www.franchise.org.au

In summary, it is doubtful that the franchising
system can ever be perfect. But it can be
improved and further modifications are required
in my view. There is a lot riding on it for various
parties, the Franchisor, Franchisee, Landlords,
Employees and Customers. One thing I have
noticed more of recently in major shopping
centres is what appears to be an increasing
number of unbranded coffee shops. Does this
of itself suggest that the high level of rent and
franchise fees can’t be sustained given the

Jones Partners Insolvency &
Business Recovery
p | 02 9894 9966
e | bgleeson@jonespartners.net.au
b | www.brucegleeson.com.au
www.jonespartners.net.au
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Steven Brown, B.Ec, LL.B, (Sydney), M.
App. Fin (Macquarie), FAICD, Accredited
Business Law Specialist, AIMM, FPIAA and
Chairman of Etienne Lawyers

Blockchain And
Smart Contracts
You have probably heard the expressions ‘smart contract’ and ‘blockchain’. You have most likely heard
them in connection with someone saying they are revolutionary and will change the world. Are they?
A smart contract is a contract between two
or more parties that is self-executing. It is
self-executing as it relies upon blockchain
technology.
Blockchain
technology
is
programmable applications that manage
exchanges conducted online.
The definition is not that helpful to those of us
who are not computer programmers.
So back to basics. A contract is an agreement
between two people that involves an exchange
of some sought. For example:
I will give you $100.00 if you give me your car.
I will paint your house if you give me $1000.00.
Most if not all contracts involve exchanges of
some type.
Contracts have traditionally meant that one
party to the exchange has to bear a credit or
trust risk. If you do not have the car at the time
I give you the $100, I have to take the risk that
you will deliver the car to me later. If you don't, I
may have lost my $100. Likewise, if I paint your
house before I receive any money, I risk not
getting paid. Conversely, if I am paid first, the
other party runs the risk that the house will not
get painted or not be painted in a tradesman's
manner.
Smart contracts seek to avoid the trust risk
inherent in traditional contracts by being selfexecuting. An example of a smart contract is
the Fizzy AXA insurance contract. (See Figure
1 www.fizzy.axz)
The idea is simple: it can be challenging to get
compensated for late flights, even if you have
travel insurance.
It can be a headache depending on why the flight
was delayed. With Fizzy, if your flight is more
than two hours late, you’ll get automatically
notified and paid your compensation options.
Once you make your compensation choice,
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the money is sent directly to your credit card.
Currently, this product is only available for
flights between the U.S. and Paris.
The self-executing arrangement is derived
from the contract being formed online using
blockchain. Once the contract is made the
compensation is scheduled to be paid if your
flight is delayed beyond the agreed time it is
to arrive. There are no if's or but's. Payment
is immediate and without question: "Selfexecuting".
Yes, the smart contract removes some
administrative hassle. But it is fundamentally
no different to any paper contract. There are
terms of when the money will be paid. The only
difference is you do not have to claim as AXA
knows from available public data if your flight
is late; how late and if late beyond the agreed
time your agreed compensation is sent to your
credit card.
Smart contracts can manage financial
interactions between machines, vehicles,
humans, regulators, government, and financial
service providers. Indeed, many of these
processes are already managed online via
processes that are automated. At present,
some steps along the path still require human
intervention. For example, to pay for electricity,
a service provider needs to calculate the
amount owing by measuring consumption
and then applying a formula that generates
an invoice. These processes (the register of
consumption, the calculation of the amount
owing, the generation of the invoice, and its
delivery via email) are all currently automated
and (as long as there are no disputes) they
require no human intervention. The only step
along the way that requires a human to do
something is when customer pays the invoice.
The use of the blockchain does reduce some
risk, but it does not remove risk completely.
For instance: It is possible that AXA is placed
into liquidation mid-flight and even though the

flight is delayed you will receive the agreed
compensation because the liquidator has
ceased all payments. The credit risk is reduced
by smart contracts but not eliminated.
Smart contracts that require a physical item to
be delivered do not eliminate the traditional risk
of paying first and not receiving the item and
having to seek recovery of it or your money.
As Phillipa Ryan has expressed in her paper
Smart Contract Relations in e-Commerce,
Technology Innovation Management Review,
October 2017 Volume 7, Issue 10:
"(O)nline transactions become a bit more
complicated when the exchange is payment
for the delivery of a physical item, for example
a widget. The delivery of a widget would be
managed off-chain and would require human
intervention to complete delivery. In this case,
one solution is for the smart contract to provide
an escrow service until such time that the
widget has been successfully delivered. Of
course, this may reduce the risk for the party
paying for the widget (they will not authorize
release of the funds on escrow to the sender
until they receive the widget), but it leaves the
sender exposed to two obvious risks. The first
risk is that the party receiving the widget does
not release the funds from escrow. However,
this risk is quite low as the terms of the
escrow will mean that the funds remain held
in suspense until the dispute about delivery of
the widget is resolved. The second risk to the
sender is that the widget is sent to the wrong
recipient, stolen, or not delivered for some other
reason. In this case, the sender has parted with
the item but has not been paid. This second
risk can eventuate as readily off-line and offchain as it can on-chain. The blockchain does
not give rise to the risk of the missing widget
and it cannot eliminate it. Equally, the presence
of a bank or trusted third party would not have
reduced or eliminated that risk. In practical
terms, where the transaction value is low, the
party at risk is likely (implicitly) to assume (that
is, accept) the risk. When the transaction value

is low, the party at risk is likely (implicitly) to
assume (that is, accept) the risk. When the
transaction value is high, the risk solution
probably lies in an insurance policy."
The use of smart contacts using blockchain
technology is not a panacea. But they are an
improvement. Just as reducing contracts to
writing was and the improvement of education
whereby most people can read and if they
take the time understand a written contracts
terms. The benefits of smart contracts will be
dependent on the commercial uses to which
they are put.
If you wish to have a smart contract for you
business Etienne Lawyers can help. Contact
us at www.etiennelawyers.com.au
Etienne Lawyers
p | 02 8845 2400
e | sbrown@etiennelaw.com
www.etiennelawyers.com
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John Howard,
Founder, Smoothstream Business Intelligence

Bridging The Gap
Between

What Pre-Packaged Software Delivers
And What Business Really Needs
We live in the ‘Information Age’, yet many businesses don’t have the information they need.
Others have it, but only at the cost of hours manually extracting and collating data.
Off the shelf software is more powerful and
more affordable than ever, but is it rarely
enough:
•
It’s often designed to run operations, not
to provide reports
•
Standard reports may be too simple
•
If custom reports are available, they’re
often overly complex to set up
•
The data you want is in different systems –
which don’t integrate!

Before the project began, the business used
paper-based time sheets.

So, what are the options?
•
Tolerate the current software deficiencies?
•
Scrap existing software and start anew?
•
Be talked into Installing even more off the
shelf business software?

The Smoothstream solution was built around
automation of each process.

Or contract a relatively inexpensive, custom
designed, integration program that:
•
Extracts relevant data form all relevant
existing programs
•
Formats the data into a totally integrated
database
•
Loads, as required, strategy enabling text,
numeric and illustrative reports.

Each employee’s activity included a range of
work types, at different rates, for a range of
clients. Awards and payment rates also varied.
Staff payments and client billing required reentry of timesheet data and manual calculation.
You can imagine the time these tasks chewed
up each week.

We began by developing electronic time sheets
for each employee. We built in factors such as
their award structures – to calculate payment
- and a list of typical work tasks (e.g. ATO
compliance, client meeting, administration,
etc.).

•
•
•
•

Which were the best clients?
Which products were most profitable?
Which suburbs and regions delivered
most business?
What house types offered most
opportunity?

Unfortunately, their industry-specific offthe-shelf software wasn’t up to the job. The
reporting was limited to standard financial
reports, without the details they needed.
It’s a common problem with off-the-shelf
software. It does a core job very well, but it’s
designed for everyone, rather than for your
specific questions. And if you have the same
reporting as everyone else, it’s hard to get
advantage out of that.
So the company called in Smoothstream.

We created a further programme to extract time
sheet data, compile it by client and produce
a report for download into invoices. The time
to produce each client invoice dropped from
hours to seconds.

Reporting within the original program was hard
to change, but getting the data out wasn’t
a problem. Once the data was available.
Smoothstream could build reports to match
company requirements exactly.

Additional programme logic measured
employee productivity. This unlocked yet more
value for the company, which could identify
and recognise high achievers. It also focused
training and support where it was needed most.

Management could compare clients by
profitability as well as revenue. They could
map out areas of metropolitan Sydney where
business was growing. They could identify core
products selling at good margin.

What did this mean for the business?
•
One day a week reduction in admin
•
Minimised errors in data entry
•
Faster, more accurate invoicing, which
led in turn to fewer client queries and
prompter payment
•
Vastly improved staff engagement

All this information was available in easy-toread dashboards, which could be updated
whenever needed.

Case Study: The Path to 17% Profit
Growth
This Sydney home building supply company
wanted to map out a business plan for growth.
The management team wanted some clear
answers:

Management had the data they needed. They
were now able to map out a business plan
focused on specific house types, targeted
suburbs and client profiles.

Examples
Case Study: Accounting for Staff Time
Accounting for staff time accurately is a
challenge. Staff may be on multiple different
awards, pay rates or negotiated contracts.
Hours and shifts often change from week to
week or month to month. Plus many businesses
need to charge clients based on the time
different team members spend servicing their
needs.
Getting it wrong can destroy morale and
cripple business operations. Remember the
Queensland Health payroll system which went
live in 2010? Almost 78,000 staff were overpaid,
underpaid, or not paid at all. The cost? Over
$1.2 billion dollars.
Smoothstream Business Intelligence helped a
tax accounting business tackle similar issues.
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Admin staff, who had previously been frustrated
by an inflexible system, found themselves back
in control. They were re-energised.

• Delivering more
accurate and more
timely information
specific to your
business.

CUSTOMISED
ANALYTICS TAILORED
TO YOUR BUSINESS

• Improving efficiency
& productivity.
• A competitive
advantage which
pays for itself.

Business Analytics - Faster, Easier, Smarter

02 9871 4484
0419 424 968
smoothstream.com.au

Benefits to the business
•
Armed with a clear plan, the company saw
year-on-year profits increase by more than
17%.
•
Staff motivation increased too, driving
further business success.
Case Study: From Data to Information
Too much data can be as hard to handle as too
little. It’s a case of not seeing the wood for the
trees – if you have too many reports and too
many data points, you don’t know what’s really
important.
Take for example the communication network
installer which was getting massive amounts of
data from its overseas parent.
The information related to payroll and invoicing
across a multitude of countries and cities.
The data flow was complex. It included
irrelevant information. Worst of all, it was
incompatible with local systems.
The need to dissect and reformat the data
meant that management were not receiving up
to the minute information.

They were compromised by a ‘lag period’.

Call 02 9871 4484, 0419 424 968 or email
info@smoothstream.com.au

Our response was to create a customised
program which extracted and presented the
most essential information only. Prompt data
processing enabled electronic control of payroll
data, client invoices and costings.
The benefits transformed the company:
•
Managers
could
measure
staff
performance more effectively, then
respond accordingly with training,
recognition or redirection
•
Payroll errors dropped away
•
There was a dramatic decrease in invoicing
queries
•
Five staff members were freed up from
data reconciliation and reformatting to
work in more productive and fulfilling roles.

Smoothstream Business Intelligence
p | 02 9871 4484
e | john@smoothstream.com.au
www.smoothstream.com.au

“The goal is to turn data into information, and
information into insight.” - Carly Fiorina, former
President and Chair of Hewlett-Packard Co. G

If we have inspired you into seeing added
information insights into your business then:
Book a no-obligation 30 minute discovery
session.

Business Analytics - Faster, Easier, Smarter
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Laboratory Grown Diamonds:
Remarkable Technological
Advances Have
Global Impact
Technological advances have created
exciting changes in the world of jewellery.
After over 60 years in the making, a diamond
that has the same physical and chemical
properties of a mined diamond can now
be grown quickly and cost effectively – in a
laboratory. Like a flower planted and grown
in a greenhouse, diamonds can now be
grown under highly controlled laboratory
conditions rather than being mined.
Laboratories are now able to simulate the
natural growing process deep within the
Earth’s mantle. This stunning achievement
means that diamonds can now be produced
in weeks rather than being created over
millions of years.
Back in 1954 the first commercially
successful synthesis of diamonds were
produced using a method called HPHT
– High Pressure High Temperature.
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These were mainly industrial diamonds
but also gem quality in up to about 0.05
carat weight. A more recently developed
process is called CVD or Chemical Vapour
Deposition. This method grows a diamond
from a hydrocarbon gas mixture on top of
diamond seeds (a specialised carbon plate).
The advantage of this method of diamond
growth is control of the speed of growth
and chemical impurities. The process is
interesting:
• The seed is placed inside a low-pressure
microwave chamber
• Hydrogen, methane and other trace
elements are then introduced
• A microwave generator pumps energy
into the chamber that ignites a glowing
plasma ball
• Carbon molecules rain on the seed,
layering on top of it and fast-tracking the
natural crystallisation process

• The process is completed within six to
ten weeks
• The diamond is cut and polished by a
master diamond cutter, the same as if it
were a mined diamond.
There are diamond simulants such as cubic
zirconium and moissanite that have been
on the market for some time that look
similar to diamonds but are quite different.
These simulants are intended to provide
consumers with a cheaper alternative to
diamonds. With different chemical and
physical properties though, they do not
have the hardness of diamonds or the
reflective index that results in the most
treasured aspect of diamonds – the sparkle.
They simply are not diamonds.
But we hold a romantic idea about
diamonds, about something that connects

BiziNet LIFESTYLE

with us from the beginning of time. No
matter how beautiful that idea is though, it
is a new world. A world across all forms of
communication and materials that demands
we face new realities that are moving at
lightning speed. If we ignore them and close
our eyes to change we risk obsolescence.
There are diamond specialists who realise
this and are embracing this new age.
Specialist brands such as BIRON Laboratory
Grown Diamonds have been born. They
come with a highly respected industry team
with extensive diamond experience. Brands
with integrity like BIRON deliver the highest
of standards of excellence and can be relied
upon to provide quality and reliability of
laboratory grown diamonds. What we found
is that these diamonds are delivering:
• The same physical and chemical
properties as natural mined diamonds
• Laser inscription giving confidence and
assurance
• Reliable and formal documentation in the
form of Certification of diamonds
• Pricing that is approximately half the
price of natural diamonds
• Predominantly, these diamonds are
available in high qualities of G colour and
above, in clarity of SI1 and above and in
weights of 0.50ct and above
• Diamonds that will never fade or change
colour
(pink diamonds require care when using
heat – just as with natural diamonds)
• Will it scratch? As with a mined diamond
- only a diamond can scratch a diamond
• Stunning yellow diamonds and other rare
colours are available

Here is what is key about BIRON Laboratory
Grown Diamonds:
• They are less expensive than mined
diamonds – by quite some margin
• The choices are all high colour and clarity
• Cut is reliably excellent (this is where the
sparkle lies)
• They have resilient lifetime longevity with
stunning beauty that goes on and on
These are exciting times. Laboratory grown
diamonds break the affordability barrier
with top level quality diamonds. It will have
a significant flow on effect. Brilliant minds
progressing technology have delivered
slashed retail pricing – a direct benefit
for consumers and are contributing to an
evolving global future.

Make your appointment with Chris
Underwood – Master Jeweller, Registered
Valuer, Designer, Antique and Estate
Specialist – to discuss your precious
jewellery.
Designers
Master Jewellers
Valuations
Custom Crafted Jewellery
Consignment
Estate, Antique and Pre-Owned Specialists
Underwood Jewellers
Main Store: 28 Phillip Street, Parramatta
Tel: (02) 9689-1022
Shop 3063, 3rd floor
Westfield Parramatta Shopping Centre

Visit a trustworthy Jeweller who is on top
of this development. See and compare
mined diamonds to the beauty of lab grown
diamonds for yourself. A reliable source of
information and diamonds is more important
than ever.
Diamond earrings may just be on your
radar for that next special gift! G
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Peter Strong,
CEO of the Council of Small Business
Organisations of Australia (COSBOA)

How to Be Up to Date
on IT When it Changes
Every Day?
Everyone knows change is constant and some times unpredictable. So how to keep up with the
changes, particularly those around technology, social media, regulations and particularly cyber
security?
How indeed? Simple answers such as “be part
of an email list that provides you with the latest
news” or regularly visit particular websites
presupposes that a small business person is
just hanging around waiting to do things. We
are a busy group of people and we receive
a lot of emails and correspondence. We will
and do forget to check the latest news, we do
miss emails or find they are poorly written and
difficult to access.

business people are powerful when it comes to
gathering knowledge and discerning fact from
fiction.
Of course social media might not be your
thing or you might not have time but it is
one source of information. Particularly if you
are part of the network of the State Small
Business Commissioners and the Australian
Small Business and Family Enterprise

There is no one answer. In my opinion the
first thing for a small business person to do
is become a member of a relevant industry
association, a good one. These associations
will know what you need to know and they
should know how to communicate that to you
in a timely and sensible manner.
Attending events such as CeBIT is also
important. Besides being fabulously interesting
it will provide vital information on the latest
good things in technology and in process. This
also applies to other conferences and
workshops particularly ones run by your
industry associations.
Another activity thing to do is make sure you
are part of a network of other business people.
It shouldn’t matter if it is a formal group that
meets regularly or an informal group that will
catch up over coffee. These groups are where
traditionally small business people gather the
latest gossip on their industry, their community
and their businesses, that will often include
information on what is working and what is
problematic and also what threats, physical
and cyber, might be around. Indeed this has
been the behaviour of businesses in retail for
a long time. They will tell each other when a
gang of shoplifters are in town, or when the
government intends to close some carparks
so they can gang up and stop them. They will
swap notes on workers and on new businesses
that have started up or what happened to a
business that closed down. These groups of
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I am the CEO of the Council of Small Business
Organisations of Australia (COSBOA). My
council has given me the responsibility to lobby
the federal government, public servants and
key small business stakeholders on all issues to
do with small business people. That includes
B2B contract law, improved access to financial
support, understanding health issues for the
small business people (that’s right we are
people too) who employ so many other people,
competition policy and fairness, workplace
relations and just generally support the removal
unnecessary red tape and legislation. We
have succeeded in getting changes to B2B
contracts, have had an effects test introduced
into the area of competition law and also had
the creation of the national Small Business and
Family Enterprise Ombudsman’s role created.
There is still plenty to do but just how do we
keep up with change?

Ombudsman. These people tweet and
Facebook a lot of information that is easy to
read and normally informative. Tweets are
quick to read and normally have links that help
expand on a subject.
Another method of knowing what is happening
is through family and employees. Teenagers
are a fount of knowledge if you can just get
them to sit still for a while, or if they are sitting
still at a computer game – how to get them to
actually listen. But they do have knowledge of
what is happening in the cyber world.
Employees are of course connected to the
workplace and to other networks and asking
them to keep you informed is something that
employees often appreciate (having their
opinion and knowledge valued).

COSBOA
p | 02 9431 8646
www.cosboa.org.au

Macquarie Park
B U S I N E S S

NETWORK HOST

A L L I A N C E

GOLD MEMBERS

BiziNet
Presents

Flexible Membership Options From $350+gst p.a.
Unique Membership Value
Variety of Events:
Traditional After Hours + Exclusive Private Boardroom Lunches
Guest Speaking Opportunities for Members

3 May 10.00am
Coffee Morning

30 May 5.30pm
Business After Hours

Ph: 1300 889 132
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BUSINESS ADVICE

Roger Amir,
Director, Mitronics

MPS Enables You to Achieve
More with Less
Even in the digital age, it’s difficult to imagine offices functioning without printers. They are a
tremendous resource for facilitating professional productivity. However, the reality is these beneficial
devices can be a source of frustration at times. We’ve all experienced the stress of being unable
to print a document when you need to because you’re out of toner or the device is down due to a
technical issue that needs servicing. Or, have you suffered a case of severe indigestion due to the
amount of your budget consumed by printing?

Issues like these are why schools, small
businesses, and large corporations all turn to
Managed Print Services (MPS). With MPS, you
outsource the management of your printing
environment to a reputable third-party provider,
putting the day-to-day responsibilities that
come along with your fleet in the hands of
trained professionals. This includes managing
and optimising your devices to maximise
uptime, ensuring you have access to the
right technology, and keeping your printers
operating at peak efficiency.
These benefits will pay dividends both literally
and figuratively across your organisation.
Here’s why:
Eliminate service and supply headaches
With Managed Print Services, printer supplies
such as ink or toner are automatically
ordered and delivered before you run out.
Costly downtime that leads to bottlenecks in
your workflows will be minimised thanks to
routine servicing that will identify and mitigate
problems before they happen.
Experience lower costs and predictable
monthly billing
MPS provides a more cost-effective way of
printing and makes the overall management
of your print fleet easier. From identifying and
eliminating redundant, inefficient, or obsolete
devices and reducing your overall print volume
by curbing or eliminating wasteful printing, MPS
will lower your overall printing expenses by up
to 30 percent. In addition, fixed monthly billing
will enable you to budget more accurately while
sparing you the shock of costly surprises.
Increase document security
Organisations across all industries and vertical
markets are more concerned with the security
of their information than ever and with good
reason. MPS will help improve the security
of your company’s documents through rules-
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based printing - a practice requiring user
authentication through a PIN or ID badge to
release documents at the printer—and system
monitoring that allows you to see who is
printing and what they’re printing.
Through benefits such as these and numerous
others, Managed Print Services allows
businesses of all sizes to achieve more with
less.
Contact Don Amir on 8878 1000 or email
damir@mitronics.com.au today, and book in a

free Health Check!.

Mitronics
p | 8878 1000
www.mitronics.com.au

Our Gift to You!
Purchase one of our state of the
art colour A3 MFPS and receive
your choice of one of our gifts!
Choose either:
Westfield Gift Card
(valued at $200)

•

•
•

HP Sprocket

Dinner at your favourite restaurant
(valued at $200)

Contact Don Amir on 8878 1000 or
email damir@mitronics.com.au
today!
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FEATURE

Robert Theodoridis,
Managing Director,
Sydney Electrical Contractors

The Star That Provides
Power To Our World
In the last few weeks I have been curiously listening to a very popular talk back radio program that in
my view doesn’t support solar and renewable energy installations throughout Australia, particularly in
NSW. This criticism is mainly because all solar installations completed, are ‘subsidised’ and eligible
for generous rebates or more commonly known as STC’s (Small-scale Technology Certificates) if
it meets certain criteria, using tax-payers money. I will explain how this all works shortly, however,
I would like to raise a few points in the defence of renewable energy as it’s no secret I’m a prime
advocate for it.
We all know that solar has been around for
many years, but believe it or not, it’s still in
the early-stages of reaching its full potential.
The radio announces that continue to bicker,
complain that ‘us, the tax payers’, shouldn’t
be funding solar installations and continually
argue that we should look at other options
such as build more ‘efficient’ coal fired power
stations. Let me ask this question, who do you
think will fund the new coal fired power station
if they were ever built? Yes, that’s right, you
and I (the tax payer). So how would that be any
more efficient than the sun’s rays hitting solar
panels that generate electricity?
Our population (especially in Sydney) is
increasing at a rapid rate. There is a phenomenal
increase in our supply in power demand each
year to meet the requirements of all these new
homes, high rise apartments, shopping centres
and schools being built. This increase effects
all Australians as more electricity is required to
be produced – causing our electricity prices to
sky rocket.
What these radio announces don’t realise, is
that when people install solar on there homes
and businesses, they are actually helping the
entire network as they take off pressure from
the electricity grid. You may say one home
seriously cannot make a difference, however,
one home here and one home there adds up
to generate a substantial amount of power.
By taking pressure off the grid, it has many
benefits such as burning less coal, requiring
less upgrades, minimising black outs due to
overloading and keeping electricity costs to a
minimum for consumers.
Earlier this year I did a short speech on the
benefits of renewable power. It amazes me that
certain individuals wouldn’t support something
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that is so powerful, something so reliable,
something so radiant… something so amazing
called our sun, a true star in our universe.
Most electricity retailers pay their customers
for any additional electricity that is not used by
them and pushed back into the grid, a great
incentive if you power conscious and enjoy the
low quarterly bills. But let’s face it, coal will not
be around forever so it’s imperative we look
at other ways to meet our power demands
and implement innovative ideas which many
Australians are doing across the board.
I constantly tell people who are interested
in solar or battery storage, do your research!
Cheap is not the right answer. I see many
people time and time again fall into the trap
of great deals but having inverters fail after
3 years or panels poorly installed and not
receiving maximum output from there systems.
Any qualified installer from the Clean Energy
Council should be doing a site inspection (not a
Google map search only) and liaising with you
and asking certain questions. I always ask my
clients for the last 6 months’ worth of electricity
bills to get an understanding of their usage,
averages, current costs and do an evaluation
with a report. I also highly recommend
obtaining 3 separate quotes and be mindful
on using popular and well-known brand solar
modules and inverters that are on the approved
list by Clean Energy Council.
So how does it all work?... and is it all worth
it? In a nutshell, STCs (Small-scale Technology
Certificates) are eligible on solar systems up to
100kW in size. The higher the STCs the more
‘rebate’ you get in return for your installation.
At the moment, the value of the rebate is
approximately $37 per STC. This equals

roughly $630 per kW installed. The STC price
has fluctuated over the years with the lowest
being $17, however it cannot go higher than
$40 per STC. The rebate period will decrease
every year unitl 2030, basically the longer you
wait to install solar the less you will receive as
each year passes by.
So for example, if you were to install a 5kW
system on you home or business, it would work
out to be something like this: $630 x 5 (kW) =
$3,150 (this would roughly be the amount off
your system with bigger margins for larger
installations)
The amount your entitled too also depends
where you live. Each suburb and state in
Australia is categorised into ‘Zones’ 1, 2, 3
and4. The lower the number, the more money
you receive in return.
In summary, without the Sun’s intense energy
there would be no life on earth. Although it
has used half of it’s hydrogen reserves, rest
assured, the Sun has an expected life span
for another 5 billion years to keep producing
radiant energy to our earth.
In just one second, our sun produces enough
energy for almost 500,000 years of the current
needs of our civilization on the planet. If only
we could collect it and use it all, it would solve
all our power needs! Coal fired power stations
or Solar?...You be the judge!
Sydney Electrical Contractors
p | 02 8007 7215
e | info@sec24hr.com.au
www.sec24hr.com.au

Put the sun to work and
start saving money on
your electricity bills...
Solar power is a great way of generating electricity for your home or business.
Why not take advantage of the suns energy and reap the rewards today.
Call us on (02) 8007 7215 to find out more.
•

Free consultation and assesment of your property or business.

•

Leading Tier 1 quality brands on panels and inverters.

•

We are accredited installers by the Clean Energy Council.

•

No large lump sum payments upfront with easy finance options available.

•

Start saving on your energy bills immediately.

•

Great investment for your home or business.

•

Battery storage solutions also available on every installation.

•

Generous discounted rebates available. Conditions apply.

Sydney Electrical Contractors Pty Ltd - ABN: 18 164 435 527
CEC Accreditation No: A6609124 - Electrical Licence
306903C
BiziNetNo:
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SME ADVOCATE

Daniel Moisyeyev,
BiziNet Media

Want to Lease A Commercial
Property? Think Twice!
There is no argument that real estate is one of the most important (if not the most important) systems
in Australian society. This may be just my personal opinion, but I feel that almost every Australian has
a secret desire to be a property investor – after all, it is where most of the money seems to be made.
Indeed the standard for success in Australia is to get a good job, save up (or get your parents to go
guarantor if you are lucky), make an appointment with your friendly mortgage broker and get into the
market. I've even seen an article that called property investors “entrepreneurs”. This is the standard
path that Australians are expected to follow.
What about the other half that don't choose this
path? Those few that elect to do it the hard way
and risk it all by starting a small business and
doing it on their own? I am not talking about the
“tech startups” whose entire business model
depends on perpetually seeking new investors
and rounds of funding. This is about the small
business owners that open shops, sign up to
obligations and deal with real suppliers and
customers on a day-to-day basis. They meet
a lot of challenges and one that a lot of them
share is leasing commercial premises.

Commercial Lease – The undisputed
champion of onerous contracts
Please note: to keep the article from becoming
too complex, the term “commercial lease” also
refers to retail releases. Please seek legal advice
in regard to particular technical differences.

Signing a commercial lease agreement is a
right of passage in small business – it’s a very
serious undertaking that can leave a business
owner in a precarious state should things go
wrong. This article is dedicated to this topic.

1. Small business owners that enter commercial
lease contracts are often inexperienced, do not
do due diligence and fail to seek professional
legal advice. As such, they are often not aware
of their obligations.

In addition to these issues, there appears to be
a bit of a disconnect between the landlords,
commercial real estate agents and tenants.
Somewhere along the line, the understanding
that it's the tenant who does the hard work in
the real economy and generates the money
necessary to pay the rent has been lost…
there appears to be a sense of entitlement built
up in the commercial real estate sector with
both landlords and real estate agents treating
tenants no better than a feudal overlord. Both
landlords and leasing agents seem to have a
suspiciously uniform no-negotiation policy for
situations where the tenant's business enters a
hardship due to external factors and the tenant
has no choice but to ask for rent relief. I have
referenced two high profile examples in the
article and met many SME's who have been in
this situation first hand.

2. There are some aspects of commercial lease
that are highly questionable. These include:
Directors guarantees, free rent periods,
outgoings, loss of bargain damages, and reentry clauses. These parts of a commercial
lease contract offer the landlord significant
protection, where one side gets to enjoy a
well protected and guaranteed rental income
stream, in addition to capital gains on the
property... and the other side carries all the risk.
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There are two particular recurring issues
with commercial lease agreements. These
problems are the reason why I think this topic
deserves more attention, and perhaps even
more regulation:

Even the big guys get themselves into dead
end situations when it comes to commercial
leases. For example, Myer has recently had
to enlist the help of a high-profile insolvency
specialist to negotiate a way out from their retail
releases - “Besieged department store Myer
has brought in high-profile restructuring and
insolvency administrator Mark Korda to help
it try to squeeze out from under suffocating
leases.” (1). Sumo Salad was another case that
made it into mainstream media - “SumoSalad's

groundbreaking use of the insolvency laws to
force Westfield shopping centres to negotiate
lower rents for its fast food franchisees has
proved successful.” (2). It has to be noted that
small business owners simply do not have the
same bargaining powers as big name brands
and franchisors. Thus they deserve every bit of
extra protection they can get.
Inexperience is the root of problems
There is a short period of excitement and
unbridled enthusiasm that occurs just when
you start a business for the first time. It's the
dreamy time when you have just quit your
secure nine-to-five corporate job and became
your own boss – a period when opportunities
and growth seem unlimited. It's also the time
when you are most likely to be emotional and
can easily bite off more than you can chew.
This is the time when new business operators
sign into onerous contracts on a whim.
What you actually have to do is to turn off your
emotions and turn on the logic. You need to sit
down and crunch the numbers. Can you really
afford to enter the lease and make regular
payments? Do you have a proper business
plan? Or, are you just jumping into this particular
business because you saw a shop somewhere
full of customers and thought you could do it
better? Do you have a plan B if your cash-flow
projections don't work out? If you have a friend
or family who runs a business or previously
has, this is a good time to talk to them and gain
some insight.
How do commercial leases catch out
inexperienced business owners? Here are
some particular aspects of commercial leases
that can leave you in financial ruins.

Directors Guarantees
A directors guarantee allows you to be held
personally liable for a debt incurred by your
company.
Directors guarantees do have their place
in business, however they have somehow
managed to make their way into commercial
leases as a necessary requirement.
There is no particular reason why a start-up
business owner should risk their personal
assets (e.g. family home) just because they

Outgoings
Outgoings include all external expenses
imposed upon the landlord. Normally the
landlord deals with these expenses. However
when a commercial lease agreement is signed,
paying for outgoings can become the tenants
responsibility.
The issue with outgoings is that in the majority
of cases they are separated from rent, thus are
able to increase at their own rate. Tenants can
be exposed to unexpected increases on a
yearly basis.

Re-entry
Picture a scenario that your life partner suffers
ill health and you fall behind on your mortgage.
In 14 days after failing to make payment, you
receive a letter from your bank to remedy the
breach of contract within a couple of working
days.
You fail to make payment in the next couple of
days. The locksmith comes and changes the
locks on the family home. You are threatened
with trespass if you enter the premises. The
bank isn't interested to talk to you or listen to
your problems.
Just imagine the outrage in the community if
these sort of practices existed in the residential
real estate sector – either for borrowers or
tenants. I guarantee that laws would be
amended in a heartbeat. However in the world
of small business, this is the reality. If you do
not make rent because of a slow Christmas or
some unexpected change in market conditions,
the landlord can exercise this option and put
you and your business in financial ruin.
No Exit
Finally, I feel like I have to mention this point on
its own.

decided to lease commercial premises. Signing
a directors guarantee effectively defeats the
purpose of running a company as a separate
entity in the first place.
There are alternatives to singing a directors
guarantee when entering a commercial lease
agreement. This is where a consultation
with a legal professional is a good idea and
negotiation of terms is key.

Rent Free Periods
Rent Free periods are an incentive that can
easily push new business owners to sign up for
a longer lease than intended.
A 3-month rent free period will usually be an
incentive to sign on a 3-year lease agreement.
This may appeal to a start-up business owner
as a way to get the cash-flow going; the tradeoff is a longer lease term.
A common scenario that plays out is where a
new business owner expects to use the rentfree period to get their business up and running
– i.e. after a few months, they expect to rely on
cash-flow customers to pay rent. Should that
scenario fail and there is not enough cash-flow
in the business to become self-sufficient, the
business owner can be in a serious problem
if there is no access to external funds to keep
the lease contract from being terminated by the
landlord.

Some landlords do incorporate outgoings
into the whole rent payment. This is known
as “gross rent” and in this case, the landlord
carries the risk. It's a more honest scenario and
something that can be negotiated.
Loss of Bargain Damages
Loss of bargain damages refer to unpaid rent
owed by the tenant after the lease is terminated.

Some tenants may not be aware that if the
landlord terminates the lease and takes
possession of the premises, they are still liable
for ongoing rent payments without actually
occupying and making use of the property.
Loss of bargain damages can be hard to grasp.
Consider that the landlord could kick out the
tenants for non-payment of rent and at the
same time continue charging rent in the future,
where the tenants are expected to come up
with rent payments without being able to use
the premises to generate cash-flow. While
this system works for situations where the
tenant abandons the premises without good
reason, it doesn't make any sense in situations
where a small family business suffers financial
hardship due to changes in market conditions,
falls behind in rent and the landlord refuses to
negotiate.
Please note that there are some additional
requirements imposed on a landlord when
claiming for loss of bargain damages.

There is no exit clause in a commercial lease
agreement if you have changed your mind a
few months in.
Conclusion
The reality is that commercial leases need to be
better regulated. New business owners need to
be better educated about the subject. I hope this
article encourages those who are considering
entering commercial lease agreements to do
their due diligence, do independent research
and seek qualified legal advice before singing
the dotted line.
1.https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/myercalls-in-big-gun-mark-korda-to-soften-up-landlords20180416-p4z9xs.html
2.http://www.afr.com/brand/chanticleer/sumosalad-winslower-rents-from-westfield-20170718-gxdrlo

This article is presented solely for educational and
entertainment purposes. The author and publisher
are not offering it as legal, accounting, or other
professional services advice. Neither the author nor
the publisher shall be held liable or responsible to any
person or entity with respect to any loss or incidental
or consequential damages caused, or alleged to have
been caused, directly or indirectly, by the information
or programs contained herein.

Please send your stories about your experience
with landlords and commercial leasing agents
to smeadvocate@bizinet.net.au
BiziNet Media
p | 1300 889 132
e | daniel.moisyeyev@bizinetmedia.com.au
www.bizinetmedia.com.au
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ACCOUNTING

INSOLVENCY

Bright Accounting and Taxation
02 8858 3242
33/9 Hoyle Ave
Castle Hill NSW 2154
www.brighttax.com.au

Jones Partners Insolvency &
Business Recovery 02 9894 9966
Suite 301, Level 3, 4 Columbia Ct,
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
www.jonespartners.net.au

Business Turnaround Services
02 8226 8617
Level 26/1 Bligh Street
Sydney NSW 2000
www.businessturnaround.com.au

dVT Group
02 9033 3333
Level 3/95 Macquarie Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
www.dvtgroup.com.au

BANKING
ANZ
13 13 14
32 Lexington Deive
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
www.anz.com.au

IP

NETWORK MARKETING

Amway Australia and New Zealand
02 9854 8120
Suite 301, 7-9 Irvine Place
Bella Vista NSW 2153
www.amway.com
PRINTING
BiziNet Printing
1300 889 132
Next Day Print
Order Online and Get Industry Prices
www.bizinetprinting.com.au

Krouzer IP
02 9680 8622
L2, Suite 11, 29-31 Lexington Dr
Bella Vista NSW 2153
www.krouzer.com.au

BUSINESS SUPPORT

IT
Pro IT Pty Limited
1300 727 553
12-18 Fairfield Street,
Fairfield East NSW 2165
www.proit.com.au

The Hills Shire Council
02 9843 0324
Administration Centre, 3 Columbia
Court Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
www.thehills.nsw.gov.au

Smoothstream Business
Intelligence
02 9871 4484
www.smoothstream.com.au

CHARITY
Thorndale Foundation
02 9912 7800
www.thorndale.com.au

JEWELLERS

CHILDCARE

Underwood Jewellers
02 9689 1022
28 Phillip Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
www.uj.com.au

Cubbyhouse Childcare Australia
0412 615 728
3 Columbia Court
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
www.cubbycc.com.au
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

LAW

Sydney Electrical Contractors
02 8007 7215
PO Box 85
Northmead NSW 2152
www.sec24hr.com.au

Etienne Lawyers
02 8845 2400
Level 57 MLC Centre, 19-29 Martin
Place Sydney NSW
www.etiennelawyers.com

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
Beralon Pty Ltd
02 9624 8011
Unit 1, 4 Bearing Rd
Seven Hills, NSW 2147
www.beralon.com

Coleman Greig Lawyers
02 9895 9200
Level 11, 100 George Street, Cnr
Smith Street Parramatta NSW 2150
www.colemangreig.com.au

INVESTMENT
InvestAstute
0414 300 151
L13, 80 Main St
North Sydney NSW 2060

MTM Legal
02 9252 8824
PO Box R1866 Royal Exchange
Circular Quay 1225
www.mtmlegal.com.au

REAL ESTATE
Greenwood Group Realtors
0438 293 008
PO Box 678
Kellyville NSW 2155
www.greenwoodgroup.com.au
VENUES

Cropley House
02 9686 7775
84 Watkins Rd
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
www.cropleyhouse.com
WEB DESIGN
BiziNet Pty Ltd
1300 889 132
PO Box 7519
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
www.bizinetmedia.com.au

List Your Business in
BiziNet Magazine

1300 889 132
www.bizinet.net.au
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MASTER OF THE SHIRT
SINCE FOREVER
Same day service
SMS notification when your shirts are ready
7 step cleaning process.
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